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Learn what financial advisors don’t want you to know!Robert’s rich dad often told him: “The
faster your money moves, the higher the returns and the lower your risk.” Conventional financial
wisdom recommends that you save money and invest for the long term. In other words: park your
money. That was not rich dad’s advice. He taught Robert to increase the velocity of my money.
And, even if you start small, it’s advice that anyone can follow and benefit from.

About the AuthorJudy Robinett is a business thought leader, powerful speaker, and one of the
nation’s leading experts on helping leaders develop strate¬gic business relationships. Known as
“the woman with the titanium digital Rolodex,” and labeled by Forbes and the New York Times as
“a new breed of power connector,” she has served as the CEO of public and private companies
and in executive roles at some of the top corporations in the world and helped entrepreneurs
and businesses to access millions of dollars in funding.
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The Note Guru, “Excellent Source of Knowledge For all Level of Investors. Enjoyed how the book
lays out the risk millions of people take each day thinking that others are always looking out for
their money’s best interest.I would strongly recommend this book for the “all I need is a good job
crowd” because they stand to lose the most - 30 to 40 years rolling the dice at the craps table of
life.Great job Mr. Kiyosaki, your imprint to those of us who will succeed at the game of money will
remain greatly in debt to you for the knowledge you shared.”

Jbo, “Same stuff more stories. I really like Robert's writing style and I have only read rich dad
poor dad and loved the book and started reading all different types of personal financing books.
One of the things I was certain about was that he was going to go on and on and on about real
estate. I understand that he thinks real estate is great and everything and I agree, but I would
like to see other things. He does shed some light on hedge funds.The one thing I can say is that
his examples in his rich dad poor dad book was over exaggerated. This book has good
examples about real estate and other things, but what he compares it to is unrealistic. One
example is that he compares investing real estate to mutual funds and even thought he example
was good, he compared a mutual fund that returned 5% a year. His example would have been
more realistic if he would have compared it to a return of anywhere from 8-12%, but 5% is
beyond exaggerated for an average mutual fund.The one thing I really like about Robert is that
he's about money that never ends coming in. One example say you bought a house for 100k that
was worth 140k a lot of people would just sell the house to make the 40k profit and what for?
While you could rent out that house for the rest of your life with a cash flow that will be way more
than 40k. In 10 years you'll have way more than 40k in equity/appreciation and your cash flow
will keep increasing. I guess its' the reason that he explains the rich think differently from the
middle/poor class. The middle/poor class want the money right now without putting the money
into another asset”

Alexander Meneses, “Great Book. You want a new way at approaching investing? Want to
discover new concepts that will have you take care of your money instead of abusing it? This
book gives so much information and if you want to take your financial literacy to the next level
this book is a must read!”

Jorge, “Learn to invest not to save.. In this book Robert Kiyosaki explains why saving your money
is a bad idea. It explains how you are losing money by keeping it parked. We all have been told
to save our money, but hardly does anybody tell us to invest our money. I would highly
recommend it this book.”

Juan Felipe Salazar Borelly, “Must read. Addicted to these now. It just makes sense, but you
need to hear it from a person that is the master at simplifying complex concepts”



Gurbir, “Great Book. This Book is especially for the people who are ready to invest the time to
learn the process of becoming a good investor.”

Diana Lynn Howard, “On Behalf of My Friend.... I bought this book for my friend and he loves it!
He is an entrepreneur.”

Henry A. Palmer, “Good insight, great inspiration.. Nobody should read Kiyosaki for the content
or the specifics. But there is always great insights and inspiration waiting for you. This is one of
Kiyosaki's better books.”

ANDREW AHN, “NOT AS EASY TO READ AS THE EARLIER BOOKS. This book goes more in
depth into Kiyosaki's thinking regarding the function and form of money, and explains how to not
just leverage an asset class, but how leveraging multiple asset classes compounds and
synergises your wealth to create more wealth.In that sense it can get quite technical and
sometimes makes for hard reading.Instead of the easy to understand mantra we got from the
first book, which showed in clear terms why a house (or other possession) may be considered a
liability instead of an asset (reminder, if it costs you money, it's a liability, according to the book)
you now get to understand how leveraging your business might supercharge the leverage in your
real estate, which can then be cycled into the stock market for capital gains etc.In other words,
don't expect as breezy or interesting a reading experience as Rich Dad Poor Dad.The real take
away I got from this book was that the investor is far more of a risk than any actual investment. If
your mindset is money orientated and you can grasp the details of a deal, you can take an under
performing investment and turn it into something profitable.”

wrecklesme, “Risk is when you don't have control.. I am a big fan of RK.. I feel the genuineness
of all his advices. I don't think he does all these for the sake of money as he doesn't have any
kids and therefore won't be needing to amass wealth just to passed on to his next generation. He
must be genuinely wanting to educate people and also to have the financial freedom he and his
wife Kim are enjoying right now.”

Peter, “Fantastic book and a great. Expanding my education - why don't you learn this stuff in
school! Fantastic book and a great, easy read.”

Ms. M. C. Williams, “Five Stars. Good read”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 212 people have provided feedback.
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